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INTRODUCTION
Â
Based on a circumstantial-evidence, young Ronny being brown skin man became a victim in a case.
The dead person was his girlfriend, a white girl. There was a myriad of circumstances that pointed
in other direction. But someone didn’t like Ronny and wanted to see him on the death row. What
happened next? Read and find out.
You might think any loving father would steer his son clear of murder. You would not be wrong.
Har Dev Pal was a rich man and he did not hesitate to hire the best lawyer money could buy to help
his son, Ronny. Mystery novels kept us sane, I swear.
This summer, I have devoured so many amazing mystery novels. I think about it. I started
analyzing why this genre appeals to me so much. It isn’t just about loving books with plots that
leave you with whiplash. No, I’m more inclined to love character-driven books. But the very best
mystery novels have something in common. They give us those living, breathing, believable

characters and haunting descriptions, too. They are also cultural mirrors of revealing life’s truths in
emotionally profound ways.
The murders take place in one of those remote border areas, and the backdrop is today's
immigration crisis and political woes. Along with trying to solve the murders, you’re led to
understand the despair of those with wrong skin colors.
This novel centers around a woman, who was raped, murdered and the boyfriend is accused of
having murdered her and escaped. Again, the novel lays out the big questions about why so many
our justice system fails in some cases.
Such stories keep reminding us of how important it is to heed the lessons of the past. This
fast-paced crime novel that will keep you turning the pages or pressing buttons on your Amazon
Kindle device. As you read them, however, you can’t help but marvel at the way Bal lays out the
cultural issues. You come away from these books with much, much more than just another murder
mystery.
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Chapter 1

"Ronny, please get the newspaper from our mailbox and bring to me." Har Dev (H. Dev) requested
his son, as both father and son were looking ahead for this day to watch the state football
championship game. The maid lady, Keena had cooked breakfast for Har Dev and Ronny. But first,
she kept a small dish in front of Lord Krishna and Lord Ram’s silver idols, which were installed, the
day before, in the special temple room.
“Here is the newspaper, Santa Mary Chronicle, dad.” Ronny placed it in front of his dad, before
sitting down to eat breakfast.
“Look at this headline, Ronny.”
Both father and son read together in silence.
“The young Indian man, Amit Pal is chosen to head the fastest growing company in the Silicon
Valley. Local businessman Har Dev Pal had raised Amit when his parents Shekhar and Meena died
in car accident. When their bodies were found well south of the city of Santa Mary, on the road to
San Francisco, only little Amit was alive. The car was on the rocks and not in the water, and nobody
speculated on how baby Amit ended up surviving. The good news was that the little infant boy was
alive and didn’t realize his loss. But it was Har Dev Pal who adopted and raised him to be a
successful technocrat. But as soon as Amit reached age of eighteen, he moved away and cut off
relations with Har Dev and Ronny.”
They put the paper away and right at that moment Keena presented hot snacks with masala chai to
them.
“What were you reading?” She asked.
Ronny spoke, “Keena, brother Amit is now CEO of Woggle Company.”

*

Based on a circumstantial-evidence, young Ronny, who is a brown skin man,
became a victim in a case. The dead person was his girlfriend, a white girl, Mila Boyd.
There was a myriad of circumstances that pointed in other direction. But someone
didn&#x2019;t like Ronny and wanted to see him on the death row. What happened
next? Read and find out. The murder takes place in one of those remote border
areas, and the backdrop is today's immigration crisis and political woes. Along with
trying to solve the murder, you&#x2019;re led to understand the despair of those with
wrong skin colors.
This novel centers around a woman, who was raped, murdered and the boyfriend is
accused of having murdered her and escaped. But did he really escape or gone to get
help? Again, the novel lays out the big questions about why so many times, our
justice system fails and having resources help.
Such stories keep reminding us of how important it is to heed the lessons of the past.
This fast-paced crime novel that will keep you turning the pages or pressing buttons
on your Amazon Kindle device. As you read them, however, you can&#x2019;t help
but marvel at the way Prof. Bal Barot lays out the cultural issues. You come away
from these books with much, much more than just another murder mystery.
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